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Smart Digital displayBuilt-In BatteryMaintain Temperature
Temperature Range 
86°F - 140°F (30°C - 60 °C). 
Choose your favorite 
temperature with the Vsitoo 
app or Manual control.

2 hours.
All day when placed 
on charging coaster.

Real time display of 
beverage temperature 
and more.

Auto Sleep
The mug will automatically 
enter sleep mode when 
the mug is empty.

S3 Smart Mug
Desinged for home or office,the  VSITOO S3 Smart Mug 
does more than simply keep your coffee hot. Our smart 
mug allows you to set an exact drinking temperature, 
so your coffee is never too hot, or too cold.

Ceramic CoatingTwo control modes
APP control or Manual 
control,Meet the control 
needs of the elderly and 
teenagers,Vsitoo app 
(Android or iOS).

High temperature resistant 
food grade ceramic coating.
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Size

Battery Life

Colors

10 oz

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

2 Hours

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

S3 Smart Mug
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S3 Plus Smart Mug
S3 PLUS is an innovative three-level temperature setting with one-key 
temperature control, making the operation easier.The 14oz capacity is larger 
to meet your drinking water needs.
Desinged for home or office,the new VSITOO S3 Plus Smart Mug does more 
than simply keep your coffee hot. Our smart mug allows you to set Three-level 
temperature, so your coffee is never too hot, or too cold.

3-Level Temperature Setting
WARM-HOT-STEAMING 
VSITOO Smart Mug will keep your hot coffee, tea or preferred 
beverage at the perfect temperature wherever you are.

Smart LED light
Indicate the temperature and 
working status of the beverage.

Maintain Temperature
Temperature Range 
86°F - 140°F (30°C - 60 °C). 
Choose your favorite 
temperature with the Vsitoo 
app or Manual control.

Auto Sleep
The mug will automatically 
enter sleep mode when 
the mug is empty.

Built-In Battery
2 hours.
All day when placed on 
charging coaster.

Two control modes
APP control or Manual 
control,Meet the control 
needs of the elderly and 
teenagers,Vsitoo app 
(Android or iOS).

Ceramic Coating
High temperature resistant 
food grade ceramic coating.
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Colors

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

S3 Plus Smart Mug

Size

Battery Life

14 oz

2 Hours
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Smart LED lightBuilt-In BatteryMaintain Temperature
Temperature Range 
86°F - 149°F (30°C - 65 °C). 
Choose your favorite 
temperature with the Vsitoo 
app or Manual control.

2 hours.
All day when placed 
on charging coaster.

Indicate the temperature 
and working status of the 
beverage.

S3 Pro Smart Mug

Auto Sleep
The mug will automatically 
enter sleep mode when 
the mug is empty.

Ceramic CoatingTwo control modes
APP control or Manual 
control,Meet the control needs 
of the elderly and teenagers, 
Vsitoo app (Android or iOS).

High temperature resistant 
food grade ceramic coating.

S3 PRO has been upgraded in terms of material and craftsmanship. The double-layer stainless steel cup body has better 
heat preservation effect.
Multi-mode temperature control allows you to reach your favorite beverage temperature more directly. The larger 
capacity is 14oz, meeting your drinking water needs. The impressive craftsmanship and performance also take S3 PRO to 
new heights.
Desinged for home or office,the new VSITOO S3 Pro Smart Mug does more than simply keep your coffee hot. Our smart 
mug allows you to set an exact drinking temperature, so your coffee is never too hot, or too cold.
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Colors

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engraving

S3 Pro Smart Mug

Size

Battery Life

14 oz

2 Hours



VSITOO S6 Plus Smart Mug
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S6 Plus Smart Mug
RGB LightsyncBuilt-In BatteryMaintain Temperature

Temperature Range 
86°F - 149°F (30°C - 65 °C). 
Choose your favorite 
temperature with the Vsitoo 
app or Manual control.

2 hours.
All day when placed 
on charging coaster.

Temperature & Music 
Identify  RGB light colour 
change.

Auto Sleep
The mug will automatically 
enter sleep mode when 
the mug is empty.

Ceramic CoatingAPP control
Choose your favorite 
temperature with the 
Vsitoo app 
(Android or iOS).

High temperature resistant 
food grade ceramic coating.

S6 Plus has been upgraded in terms of material and craftsmanship. 
The double-layer stainless steel cup body has better heat 
preservation effect.Music RGB Lightsync & Night light colour 
change.The impressive craftsmanship and performance also take 
S6 Plus to new heights.
Desinged for home or office,the new VSITOO S6 Plus Smart Mug 
does more than simply keep your coffee hot. Our smart mug allows 
you to set an exact drinking temperature, so your coffee is never 
too hot, or too cold.
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S6 Plus Smart Mug

Colors

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engraving

Size

Battery Life

12 oz

2 Hours
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VSITOO S6 PlusVSITOO S3 VSITOO S3 Plus VSITOO S3 Pro

SMART MUG

* The Test Enviroment：1.When poured in hot at a set temperature of 131℉;  2.The ambient temperature of 77℉; 3.Smart mug was fully charged and the lid was closed.

VSITOO S6 Plus

12 oz/350ml

Φ90.5*H104mm

920g
206*160*126mm

880g
214*162*130mm

1260g
299*166*99mm

1150g
299*166*99mm

Φ86.5*H117mm

14 oz/420ml10 oz/300ml

Φ90*H124mm

14 oz/420ml

Φ89*H120mm

Capacity

Size

410g340g 410g 510gProduct W    eitht

2600mAh2600mAh 2600mAh 2600mAhBuilt-in Battery

316 Stainless Steel(Double layer vacuum) 304 Stainless Steel(Single layer)

Temperture Range

Touch Control Temperture

One Key Temperture Control

3-Level Temperture Setting

Precise Temperature Control

Multiple Mode Temperatures

Smart Digital Display

LED Light

Music RGB Lightsync

Night light

Auto Sleep

304 Stainless Steel(Single layer) 316 Stainless Steel(Double layer vacuum)Liner Material

Ceramic Coating Interior Interior Surface + Interior Surface + Interior
2hr battery *2hr battery * 2hr battery  * 2hr battery  *Battery Life

IPX7IPX7 IPX7 IPX7Waterproof Level

Functions

Pack Weight
Pack Size

86℉-140℉（30℃-60℃） 86℉-140℉（30℃-60℃） 86℉-149℉（30℃-65℃）

Use with VSITOO app
 (iOS and Android) √

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

86℉-140℉（30℃-60℃）

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√





Perfect for Travel 
or Gym
Designed to be 
used on-the-go
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S5 Smart Travel Mug
Our Smart Travel mug allows you to set Three-level temperature, 
so your beverages is never too hot, or too cold.
Perfect for Travel or Gym Designed to be used on-the-go.The 
new VSITOO S5 Smart Travel mug does more than simply keep 
your beverages hot. 

3-Level Temperature Setting
WARM-HOT-STEAMING 
VSITOO Smart Travel Mug will keep your 
hot coffee, tea or preferred beverage at 
the perfect temperature wherever you are.

Smart LED light
Indicate the temperature 
and working status of the 
beverage.

Maintain Temperature
Temperature Range 
86°F - 140°F (30°C - 60 °C). Choose 
your favorite temperature with the 
Vsitoo app or Manual control.

Auto Sleep
The smart travel mug will 
automatically enter sleep 
mode when the Smart 
Travel mug is empty.

Built-In Battery
2 hours.
All day when placed 
on charging coaster.

Two control modes
APP control or Manual 
control,Meet the control needs 
of the elderly and teenagers,
Vsitoo app (Android or iOS).

Inner layer 316 
cup body
Stronger corrosion 
resistance and healthier 

Free BPA 
(Bisphenol A) 

Food-grade 
tritan lid
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Colors

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engraving

S5 Smart Travel Mug

Size

Battery Life

15 oz

2 Hours
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H1 Car Heating Mug
VSITOO Smart Car Heating Bottle Accompanied by 

warmth, travel and drink together.Boil water with one 

key,Double-wall stainless steel insulation,99.9% 

antibacterial inner plug,Two-way pressure relief valve.

Double-wall 
stainless steel
Vacuum insulation, 
anti-scald design

Two-way pressure 
relief valve
Safety anti-dry

Heating 0-210℉  LCD display
Indicate the 
temperature and 
working status of the 
beverage

Heated to any temperature 
you want, up to 210℉

Two control modes
APP control or Manual 
control,Meet the control needs 
of the elderly and teenagers,
Vsitoo app (Android or iOS)

Inner layer 316 
cup body
99.9% antibacterial 
inner plug



H1 Car Heating Mug
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Colors

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engraving

Size 14 oz



* The Test Enviroment：1.When poured in hot at a set temperature of 131℉;  2.The ambient temperature of 77℉; 3.Smart mug was fully charged and the lid was closed.
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VSITOO S5 VSITOO H1

SMART TRAVEL MUG

550g
252*167*108mm

500g
252*167*108mm

15 oz/450ml

Φ82*H210mm

14 oz/410ml

Φ68*H207mm

Capacity

Size

470g 420gProduct Weitht

2600mAhBuilt-in Battery

Temperture Range 
One key Temperture Control
3-Level Temperture Setting
Maintain Temperture 
LED Light
LCD Display

Auto Sleep
Coaster Charging 
Magnetic Suction Charging
Anti-pulling Socket

316 Stainless Steel(Single layer) 304+316 Stainless Steel(Double layer vacuum)Liner Material

2hr battery  *Battery Life

IPX7Waterproof Level

Functions

Pack Weight
Pack Size

Use with VSITOO APP
 (iOS and Android)

√
√
√
√

86℉-140℉（30℃-60℃）
√
√
√
√

√

√

√

0℉-210℉（0℃-100℃）
√

√

√

√



High-Quality 
Drinking Water 

UV-C 
STERILIZATION
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Smart UV Bottle is the smart self-cleaning water bottle and water purification system. 
with UV sterilization. It uses UV technology to eliminate up to 99%* of 
bio-contaminants such as E. coli from your water and bottle.

While you wait, gently shake the bottle a gentle shake or do your best water dance to 
spread the UV light evenly.

The Bottle lid has built-in UV lamp beads that which only illuminate when the bottle lid 
is vertical.When the Bottle lid is tilted, the UV light  stops and does not harm the 
human body.

The smart water bottle has a waterproof LCD display,IPX-7 waterproof,Press the top of 
the thermos gently,Sensitive capacity touch-cover can show the temperature of water 
inside the thermos instantly,which can avoid the embarrassment of burning you.



UV sterilization Keep It Cool(or Hot)
& Portable

S1 Pro UV Bottle
S1 Pro is the smart self-cleaning water bottle and water 

purification system. with UV sterilization. The smart water bottle 

has a waterproof LCD display,IPX-7 waterproof,Press the top of 

the thermos softly,Sensitive capacity touch-cover can show the 

temperature of water inside the thermos immediately that can 

avoid the embarrassment of burning you.
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Built-in battery
Magnetic charge for 
30 days on a full charge

It uses UV technology to 
eliminate up to 99%* of 
bio-contaminants such as 
E. coli from your water 
and bottle.

Your cold drink will stay 
perfectly chilled up to 24 hours 
or your coffee or tea will keep 
hot for up to 24 hours.

Smart Drinking 
Reminder
Drinking water 
reminder can be preset 
in VSITOO APP

APP control
Choose your favorite 
temperature with the 
Vsitoo app 
(Android or IOS).

Double-wall 
316 stainless steel
Vacuum insulation, 
anti-scald design
99.9% antibacterial 
inner plug



S1 Pro UV Bottle
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Colors

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engraving

Size 15 oz
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S1 Max UV Bottle
S1 Max is the smart self-cleaning water bottle and water purification 

system. with UV sterilization. It can help you sanitize water.The smart 

water bottle has a waterproof LCD display,IPX-7 waterproof,Press 

the top of the thermos softly,Sensitive capacity touch-cover can 

show the temperature of water inside the thermos immediately that 

can avoid the embarrassment of burning you.

Built-in battery
Magnetic charge for 
30 days on a full charge

UV sterilization
It uses UV technology to 
eliminate up to 99.9%* of 
bio-contaminants such as 
E. coli from your water 
and bottle.

Keep It Cool(or Hot)
& Portable
Your cold drink will stay 
perfectly chilled up to 24 hours 
or your coffee or tea will keep 
hot for up to 24 hours.

Smart Drinking 
Reminder
Drinking water 
reminder can be preset 
in VSITOO APP

APP control
Choose your favorite 
temperature with the 
Vsitoo app 
(Android or IOS).

Double-wall 
316 stainless steel
Vacuum insulation, 
anti-scald design
99.9% antibacterial 
inner plug



S1 Max UV Bottle
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Colors

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engravingg

Size 30 oz



Charging Method Magnetic suction charging Magnetic suction charging
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VSITOO S1 PRO VSITOO S1 MAX

SMART UV BOTTLE

UV Sterilization

Maintain Temperture 

Smart Drinking Reminder

LCD Digital Display

Touch Display
Use with VSITOO APP
 (iOS and Android)

Magnetic Suction Charging

15 oz/450ml

Φ68*H224mm

30 oz/900ml

Φ86*H276mm

Capacity

Size

385g 470gProduct Weitht

304+316 Stainless Steel(Double layer vacuum)304+316 Stainless Steel(Double layer vacuum)Liner Material

30 day 30 dayWaterproof Level

IPX7 IPX7Battery Life

Functions

Pack Weight
Pack Size

620g
82*82*235mm

560g
89.5*89.5*283mm

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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The TDS value represents the concentration of total dissolved solids in water in milligrams per litre 
(mg/L). It mainly reflects the concentration of calcium (Ca2+), magnesium (Mg2+), sodium (Na+), 
potassium (K+) and other ions in the water.The smaller the TDS value, the lower the concentration of 
these ions in the water, and the smaller the electrical conductivity.The TDS value is usually used to 
measure the purity of purified water, and the size of the TDS value reflects the size of the concentration 
of the majority of hazardous heavy metal ions in the water.

The smart water bottle has a waterproof LCD display,IPX-7 waterproof,Press the top of the thermos 
softly,Sensitive capacity touch-cover can show the temperature of water inside the thermos immediately 
that can avoid the embarrassment of burning you.

TDS
WATER QUALITY 
DETECTION
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*X ppm: 1 liter of water contains X milligrams of dissolved solids
* TDS value represents the total soluble total solids content of water, 
can reflect the water quality to a certain extent, usually the lower the TDS value, 
indicating that the water has less heavy metal ions and other soluble salts, the purer the water quality.
*TDS detection is not applicable to drinks, coffee, tea and other beverages.

TDS value (ppm) Water quality

0-50 Highest purity

50-100 High purity

100-300 Average purity

300-600 Scale will form

600-1000 Poor taste

TDS VALUE(PPM) REFERENCE



R1 TDS Bottle
Industry innovation TDS water quality detection patented 

technology.The smart water bottle has a waterproof LCD 

display,IPX-7 waterproof,Press the top of the thermos 

softly,Sensitive capacity touch-cover can show the temperature 

of water inside the thermos immediately that can avoid the 

embarrassment of burning you.
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Built-in battery
Magnetic charge for 
30 days on a full charge

TDS water quality 
detection
High-Quality Drinking 
Water,Monitor total 
soluble solids content in 
water.

Keep It Cool(or Hot)
& Portable
Your cold drink will stay 
perfectly chilled up to 24 hours 
or your coffee or tea will keep 
hot for up to 24 hours.

Smart Drinking 
Reminder
Drinking water 
reminder can be preset 
in VSITOO APP

APP control
Choose your favorite 
temperature with the 
Vsitoo app 
(Android or IOS).

Double-wall 
316 stainless steel
Vacuum insulation, 
anti-scald design
99.9% antibacterial 
inner plug
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R1 TDS Bottle

Colors

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engraving

Size 15 oz
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T1 TDS Bottle

Colors

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engraving

Size 15 oz
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SMART TDS BOTTLE

VSITOO R1 VSITOO T1

Charging Method Magnetic suction charging Magnetic suction charging

TDS Water Quality Detection 

Maintain Temperture 

Smart Drinking Reminder

LCD Digital Display

Touch Display
Use with VSITOO APP
 (iOS and Android)

Magnetic Suction Charging

15 oz/450ml 15 oz/450ml

Φ68*H224mm Φ68*H224mm

Capacity

Size

385g 385gProduct Weitht

304+316 Stainless Steel(Double layer vacuum) 304+316 Stainless Steel(Double layer vacuum)Liner Material

30 day 30 dayWaterproof Level

IPX7 IPX7Battery Life

Functions

Pack Weight
Pack Size

520g
82*82*235mm

510g
82*82*235mm

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√ √



Smart Pour over coffee
maker set

MOBILE CAFE’
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Seven-Piece Gift Box Set Hand-Brewed Coffee Set for 
Home、Outdoors、Office and Camping.
The VSITOO Pour Over coffee maker Set has everything 
you need to begin brewing like an expert and explore 
the incredible aromas and flavors of freshly ground and 
brewed pour over filter coffee.
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KA1 K01 K02

Portable travel box
Coffee Scale
Coffee dripperl
Manual Grinder
Kettle
Server
Filters

X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1

X 1
X 1

X 1Kettle
Smart electric coffee heater

Pack list: Pack list: Pack list:

6100g
475*225*385mm

1360g
270*160*200mm

Coffee Scale

510g
171*161*59mm

Pack Weight:
Pack Size:

Pack Weight:
Pack Size:

Pack Weight:
Pack Size:

Material: 304 stainless steelRated
Voltage: 220V,50hzRated
Power:1200W

Material: ABS+Upgraded Silicone pad
Input voltage: DC5V/1A
Weight capacity: 0.1g - 2100g
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Single Color Pad Print

Direct single color pad prints use the Pantone 

color system and apply the ink via an offset printing 

process to transfer the ink from an etched plate to 

the mug surface.
 

Multi Color Pad Print

Direct multi color pad prints use the Pantone color system 

and apply the inks via an offset printing process to transfer 

the inks from an etched plate to the mug surface.

Laser Engraving

Laser Etching vaporizes the material from the surface 

of the mug, revealing the stainless-steel underneath 

leaving a sleek and high quality finished logo.

Custom 
Capabilities



service@vsitoo.com  |  https://www.vsitoo.com

Follow us

R


